




...lighting  
cannot be  

explained or  
described  

but only  
presented!
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STORM - Surface8



STORM - Recessed 9

...create with magnet  

and turn desires  

to reality!!



STORM 10

DION STR DION Q STR DION 2 STR

STRIPE STR STRIPE ANGLE BEND STR TRIDION

MICRON STR DION 2 - PENDANT



STORM 11

 
Storm is a 24V DC low voltage aluminium profile  

for tracking lights with smart magnet technology. 
It is an ideal solution for small showcases, homes, rest areas,  museums, hotels,   
exhibition halls and generally for many  decorative and architectural projects.



DALIDA 12



AFRODITE  MINI 13

A luminaire with a contemporary design.  
AFRODITE MINI is a piece of architecture, perfect for adding stature to an area.  

With it's gentle lighting, it upgrades areas such as lobbies,  corridors, offices, stores and homes. 



MORFI  LINKS 14



SOL  KEY 15



RIM  SMALL  SYNTHESIS 16



MORFI  HONEYCOMB    (Special Editions) 17



MORFI  MEDIUM  BRANCH   (Special Editions)18



MORFI  SMALL  TRIMLESS  (Special Editions) 19



MORFI with SPOTS 20

 
Morfi with Spots is not just a customised product with an innovative design,  

but also a working tool for the lighting designers and engineers.  
It combines the aesthetic with the latest LED technological  

standards  and meets the various needs of the customers in a bespoke way:  
it allows them to “think big” offering totally unexpected results even to large scale projects.



MORFI with SPOTS 21



HEXAGON  SPOT  MIRROR22



AKTIS 23

AKTIS TR AKTIS SQ

AKTIS R AKTIS BELL



MORFI  MINI  MIRROR 24



CYCLONE  (Special Editions) 25



DISCUS - DISCUS UP / DOWN26



DISCUS - DISCUS UP / DOWN 27

DISCUS DISCUS MICROPRISMATIC       DISCUS UP / DOWN DISCUS UP / DOWN MICROPRISMATIC

DISCUS PR 220x640      DISCUS PR 160x900 

DISCUS Q 300x300   DISCUS Q 390x390                     DISCUS Q 640x640

An opal circular luminaire with a contemporary design.  
Discus Up/Down is a piece of architecture, perfect for adding stature to an area.  

With it's gentle uniform lighting, it upgrades areas such as lobbies, corridors, offices, stores and homes.



PLEXI ROUND UP 28

PLEXI ROUND 450 UP PLEXI ROUND 620 UP PLEXI ROUND 900 UP

A circular luminaire with a contemporary design.  
Plexi Round Up is a piece of architecture, perfect for adding stature to an area.  

With it's gentle lighting, it upgrades areas such as lobbies,  corridors, offices, stores and homes.  
It is available in three diameters: 450, 620 and 900mm.



MIRACLE 29

MIRACLE MIRACLE  AS

MIRACLE is a suspended luminaire with cylindrical shape.  
It can be produced with different heights upon request.



LAOURA 30



YPSILON  MINI 31



CYCLONE  MIRROR 32



NEMESIS  UP  DOWN 33



CYCLONE  with  MOSS 34



CYCLONE  ACOUSTIC 35



AXEL36

AXEL is  an ideal solution for small showcases, homes, rest areas, museums, hotels,  exhibition halls and generally 
for many  decorative and architectural projects. 

Available in Spot, Medium and Wide light distribution can be the perfect tool for wide range of applications.

AXEL 2 AXEL 4



CYCLONE SLIM (E27) 37

Cyclone Slim E27 is a piece of achitecture, perfect for adding 
stature to an area. With it’s gendle uniform lighting, it upgrades 

areas such as lobbies, corridors, offices, stores and homes.



HIDDEN LIGHTING - Aluminium Profile ARC 1238



HIDDEN LIGHTING - Aluminium Profile FRAME 14 39



PARIS 40

PARIS PARIS L

PARIS is an elegant compact luminaire with minimal design.  
It 's cutting-edge LED technology ensures excellent colour quality and high efficiency  

and makes PARIS suitable for highlighting homes, villas, galeries etc



BOLD MINI 41

BOLD MINI Reflector BOLD MINI L Reflector BOLD MINI Lens BOLD MINI L Lens

BOLD MINI is an elegant compact luminaire  
with minimal design.  
It 's cutting-edge LED technology  
ensures excellent  
colour quality and high efficiency  
and makes BOLD MINI suitable  
for highlighting homes, villas, galeries etc.



NANO 42



NANO 43

NANO 6 NANO 6 PLEXI NANO 6  AS NANO 6  AS PLEXI 

NANO 3 NANO 3 SQ 

NANO 3 
Nano 3 is a suspended luminaire with cylindrical or square shape.  

It's elegant minimal design raises the architectural interest, while it's LED source  ensures excellent performance 
with maximum  energy efficiency. It can be produced with different heights upon request.  

It is the perfect choice for  reception halls, bars,  restaurants, houses etc. 
 

NANO 6 
Nano 6 is a surface mounted or suspended  luminaire with  cylindrical shape.  

It's elegant  minimal design raises the  architectural  nterest, while the fact that it can be produced in  several heights 
upon request makes it the perfect choice for  reception halls, bars, restaurants, houses etc.



NANO 44



NANO 45

NANO 6 - SURFACE NANO 6 PLEXI - SURFACE NANO 6 AS - SURFACE NANO 6 AS PLEXI - SURFACE

NANO 6 - PENDANT NANO 6 PLEXI - PENDANT NANO 6  AS - PENDANT NANO 6  AS PLEXI - PENDANT

NANO 3 - PENDANT NANO 3 SQ - PENDANT NANO 3 - FLEX



ROLLER46

Roller is surface mounted  
or suspended luminaire  
with cylindrical shape.  
It can be produced  
with different heights  
upon request.



ROLLER 47

ROLLER 6 LED ROLLER 9 LED

ROLLER 12 LED SHORT ROLLER 12 LED ROLLER AS

ROLLER 6 LED - PENDANT ROLLER 9 LED - PENDANT

ROLLER AS - PENDANT

ROLLER 12 LED SHORT - PENDANT

ROLLER 12 LED  - PENDANT



ROLLER  6  SYNTHESIS 48



ROLLER  6  SYNTHESIS 49



DRAK  / OCEANIS 50

OCEANIS OCEANIS is a recessed compact spot 
with rotation.  

It can satisfy multiple lighting 
 requirements thanks to it's   

wide variety of modules,  
and it  highlight impressively 

 premises, such as shopping malls, 
stores, hotels, exhibition halls, 

 museums etc. 
Last generation light sources, 
 ensure excellent performance  

with maximum energy efficiency. 
This, in combination with an 

 efficient thermal management, 
makes a warranty for  premium 

 lighting with LED technology.

Drak is a deep recessed spot, 
with two rotatable modules. 
It can satisfy multiple lighting 
requirements thanks to it's  
wide  variety of modules,  
which makes it a perfect  
choice for houses,  galleries,  
museums and retail areas. 
Last generation light sources, 
ensure excellent performance  
with maximum energy efficiency. 
This, in combination with an 
 efficient thermal management, 
makes a warranty for  premium 
 lighting with LED technology.

DRAK



CUBE MINI  /  CAVE 51

CUBE MINI

CAVE

A recessed compact trimless spot without rotation. 
It can satisfy  multiple lighting requirements.  
It is a perfect choice for houses, galleries, museums and retail areas. 
Last generation light sources, ensure excellent performance  
with maximum energy efficiency.  
This, in combination with an  efficient thermal management,  
makes a warranty for  premium  lighting with LED technology.

A recessed compact trimless 
spot. It can satisfy  multiple 

lighting  requirements such as 
houses, galleries, museums and 

retail areas. 
Last generation light sources, 
ensure excellent performance  

with maximum energy efficiency. 
This, in combination with an 

 efficient thermal management, 
makes a warranty for  premium 

 lighting with LED technology.



MANTO  APPLIQUES52

MANTO  R MANTO  SQ



ARETI  APPLIQUES 53

ARETI  IN

ARETI  OUT



HELIX  /  WAVE  APPLIQUES54

HELIX  APPLIQUE WAVE  APPLIQUE



ECLIPSE 55

ECLIPSE ECLIPSE Q ECLIPSE PR

ECLIPSE is an minimal applique with LED source.  
It is ideal for hotels, reception halls, bars,  restaurants, houses etc.



LIA  /  FEDRA 56

LIA

FEDRA

LIA is an minimal applique  
with LED source.  
It is ideal for hotels, reception 
halls, bars,  restaurants,  
houses etc.

FEDRA is an minimal applique 
with LED source.  
It is ideal for hotels, reception 
halls, bars,  restaurants,  
houses etc.



ELECTRA 57

ELECTRA is an minimal applique with LED lamp GU10 or LED CHIP.  
It is ideal for hotels, reception halls, bars,  restaurants, houses etc.

ELECTRA  1

ELECTRA  2



DECENTRATO 58

DECENTRATO is an minimal applique  
with LED source.  
It is ideal for hotels, reception halls,  
bars,  restaurants, houses etc.



ILARIA  SYNTHESIS 59



IOKASTI 60

IOKASTI 1

IOKASTI 2

IOKASTI is surface wall mounted luminaire  
with LED source, ideal for a wide range  
of indoor applications.  



FUNGI SMALL  /  FUNGI 61

FUNGI SMALL

FUNGI

FUNGI is an minimal applique with LED source.  
It is ideal for hotels, reception halls, bars,  restaurants, houses etc



DAFNI  1 / 2 / 362

DAFNI 1

DAFNI 2

DAFNI 3

DAFNI is surface  
wall mounted luminaire 
with LED source,  
ideal for a wide range 
of indoor applications. 



AMELIA 63

AMELIA is an absolutely stunning and impressive LED applique, 
suitable for areas where, having an eyecatcher luminaire,  

is the main  request.



MELLITA 64

MELLITA TRIPLE R

MELLITA R MELLITA SQ

MELLITA  is an minimal applique with LED source.  
It is ideal for hotels, reception halls, bars,  restaurants, houses



PICO  LED  IP54 65

A tiny surface wall mounted luminaire with LED source.  
It is ideal for home facade lighting and it is available with one or two-way light distribution.

Versions

PICO LED 1W 
ONE WAY 

120o

PICO LED 1+1W 
TWO WAY 

120o / 120o



KIVOS66

KIVOS is a minimal surface wall mounted applique.  
It is ideal for a wide range of outdoor applications  

due to it's high protection degree IP65. 



AVIA  LED  IP65 67

A modern surface wall  mounted luminaire  
with LED source.  

It is ideal for home facade  lighting and it is available  
with one or two-way light  distribution



NATALIA 68

NATALIA is surface wall mounted luminaire  
with LED source, ideal for a wide range  
of indoor applications.



LOUPE  /  LOUPE TABLE 69

LOUPE TABLE

LOUPE

A luminaire with a contemporary design.  
Loupe is a piece of architecture, perfect  

for adding stature to an area.  
With it's gentle lighting,  

it upgrades areas such as lobbies,  corridors, 
offices, stores and homes.



70

STONE 1 STONE 2 STONE 3 STONE 4

STONE is an minimal applique with LED source.  
It is ideal for hotels, reception halls, bars,  restaurants, houses etc

STONE



LITO  /  LITO BIG 71

LITO

LITO BIG

LITO is an minimal applique 
with LED CHIP.  
It is ideal for hotels,  
reception halls, bars, 
 restaurants, houses etc.



DANAI 1 / 2 72

DANAI 1

DANAI 2

DANAI is surface wall mounted luminaire with LED source,  
ideal for a wide range of indoor applications. 



PANDORA 1  / 2 / 3 73

PANDORA 1

PANDORA 2

PANDORA 3

PANDORA is surface  
wall mounted luminaire  
with LED source,  
ideal for a wide range  
of indoor applications.  



ROOM74

ROOM 1

ROOM 2

ROOM 3

ROOM 4

ROOM 5

ROOM 6

ROOM 7

ROOM 8

ROOM 9

ROOM 10

ROOM 11

ROOM 12 ROOM 13



BUTTON IP54 / BUTTON IP54 SMALL 75

BUTTON IP54

BUTTON IP54 SMALL

A circular surface wall mounted luminaire with LED source.  
It is ideal for home facade lighting.



MORFI IN FLOOR 1 / 2 / 3 76

MORFI IN FLOOR 1 MORFI IN FLOOR 2 MORFI IN FLOOR 3

Morfi Floor is not just a customised product with an innovative  design, but also a working tool  
for the lighting designers and  engineers.  

It combines the aesthetic with the latest LED technological  standards and meets the various needs of the customers 
in a  bespoke way: it allows them to “think big” offering totally  unexpected results even to large scale projects.



OUTDOOR 77



MORFI  IP67  SYNTHESIS 78



MORFI IN FLOOR IP67 79



ISTOS 1 / 280

ISTOS 1 ISTOS 2

ISTOS with its elegance style  
and its high IP protection  degree (IP65),  
present itself as an ideal sollution  
for illuminating squares, parks, gardens etc.



GENESIS 81

GENESIS with its unique style and its high IP protection degree (IP65),  
present itself as an ideal solution for illuminating squares,  

parks, gardens etc.



TORRE82

TORRE with its unique style and its high IP protection degree (IP65),  
present itself as an ideal solution for illuminating squares,  

parks, gardens etc.



SOLO 83

SOLO SOLO 2

A floodlight with LED technology  and high protection degree (IP65).  
It is ideal for outdoor lighting and for impressive highlighting of facades.



PEGASUS 84

A floodlight with LED technology and high protection degree (IP65).  
It is ideal for outdoor lighting and  

for impressive highlighting of facades.

PEGASUS 4W

PEGASUS 8W

PEGASUS 6W 24V

PEGASUS HO 4W

PEGASUS HO 8W

PEGASUS HO 6W 24V



POINT 85

Wall mounted luminaire, with plain and accurate design,  
for outdoor applications.



MIRTO / MIRTO 23086

MIRTO MIRTO L MIRTO Q MIRTO Q L

MIRTO 230 MIRTO 230 L MIRTO 230 Q MIRTO 230 Q L

Wall mounted luminaire, 
with plain and accurate 
design,  for outdoor 
 applications.



MIRTO / MIRTO 230 87



CATALOGUES 88
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